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RESEARCH
STATEMENT
Cities are known for their high levels of diversity which
increases the number of interactions in the urban
environment. These interactions happen in parks,
plazas, and promenades, which are supported by the
diversity of the surrounding buildings. Cities will
increase by 60% in 2030, increasing the demand for
housing. This increase in housing could also have a
negative impact on the diversity of building character
and contextual identity if building forms become too
repetitive or standardized, a condition typical in times of
rapid growth.(Jacobs J. 1961) This decrease in diversity
can also lead to fewer interactions which will cause
social isolation for the high rise dwellers. Effects from
this include poor relations between neighbors,
symptoms of depression, mental illness, and a lack of
community. Through research, we would find that there
are two areas where the loss of diversity could be
improved. The first area is the context which will act as
the foundation for the analysis focusing on the block
size, park proximity, and diversity of functions in the
area. The building forms are the second area of inquiry
and they closely follow contextual conditions. These
factors include the reduction of building edge treatment
and land usage. The distribution of space within the
form could be improved as the proximity of the dweller
from space is reduced. Through the examination of
these two areas, my thesis seeks to create an
instrument of design that removes the social issues in
the high rise living by introducing diversity into the
context, and form and space of the high rise.
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HOW CAN OUR EVER GROWING
SOCIETY ACCEPT MASS DENSITY IN
THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT WITHOUT
MAINTAINING DIVERSITY AT A SITE,
BUILDING, AND PROGRAM SCALE TO
CREATE A SUCCESSFUL SOCIAL
ENVIRONMENT?

RESEARCH
DENSITY
HOW WE GROW: THE TRANSECT
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION FOR 2030

40%

60%

FIG 1.1 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

FIG 1.2 THE TRANSECT

SUBURBS T2 & T3

SEMI SUBURBS T4

CITY T5 & T6

As we advance towards the year 2030, the
global population is expected to increase. 60% of this
growth will accumulate in the urban environment, and
there are two ways this can happen. We can disperse
over a large plot of land or concentrate onto a smaller
plot of land. This growth will manifest itself in a variety of
ways (fig 1.2). Overall, the two primary characteristics
of potential inhabitation and growth are low density
sprawl and higher density urban settlements. There is a
variety of variables densities that occur between these
two scenarios as well.
“Transect is a geographic cross section of a region
used to reveal a sequence of environments. For
human occupied environments, this cross-section
can be used to identify a set of habitats that vary by
their level and intensity of urban character - a
continuum that ranges from rural to urban.”
DPZ
Jane Jacobs was a journalist who would critique the
components of a city (T5 & T6) in her book, "The Death
and Life of Great American Cities." Jacobs would divide
the tiers in the transect by dwelling units per acre and
explain their differences in terms of safety, diversity,
and interactions.

T2 & T3
T4
T5 & T6

SUBURBS
SEMI SUBURBS
CITY

FIG 1.6 JANE JACOBS PREFERRED DENSITY

FIG 1.3 SUBURBS

FIG 1.4 SEMISUBURBS

FIG 1.5 CITY
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RESEARCH
DENSITY
JANE JACOBS: CALL FOR CONCENTRATION
The terms safety, diversity, and interactions are a
few of many qualities Jane would use in her call for
concentration. As we intensify in our density, the
chances of interactions occurring increase along with
the usage of the public spaces that houses them. Safety
concerning concentration creates an environment
where there are constant eyes on the street. Diversity
concerning concentration helps generate interactions
via functions or a dynamic environment via buildings.
Interactions concerning concentration increase the
chances of community events.
To understand the importance of these terms we
can examine environments in New York City based on
the map in figures 1.3 - 1.5. These terms only speak
about the environment of the tiers, but there is also an
infrastructural and sustainable layer that changes with
each tier.

FIG 1.7 JANE JACOBS (1916-2006)

FIG 1.8 THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN
CITIES PUBLISHED IN 1961
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RESEARCH
DENSITY
THE SUBURBS (T2 & T3)

BUILDING DENSITY

FUNCTION DIVERSITY

This plot of land comes from the suburbs of New
York City. The density of this plot is low, but the safety
isn’t affected as it is easier to spot a stranger. There is
only one function in this plot example, and while there
exist other functions in the suburbs, the low
concentration spreads the functions out. The limited
number of functions and large amounts of space
reduces the interactions in this environment. They tend
to be private and creates a barrier between the house
and sidewalk.

PRIVATE SPACE

FIG 1.9 THE SUBURBS

10 - 20

UN
AC
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RESEARCH
DENSITY
THE CITY (T5 & T6)
BUILDING DENSITY

FUNCTION DIVERSITY

The Manhattan area of New York City is an
example of the city density (T5 & T6). The changes in
concentration affect safety in the sense that the streets
are now under constant surveillance by the buildings
adjacent to it. The diversity of functions increases with
concentration with buildings holding multiple functions.
The concentration of functions and density increases
interactions in the city density.

PRIVATE SPACE

FIG 1.10 THE CITY (T5 & T6)
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RESEARCH
DENSITY
LOW DENSITY T2/T3

HIGH DENSITY T5/T6

THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure of the two environments
differs significantly. Transportation in the suburbs is
limited to vehicular travel due to the distance between
destinations. Traveling is also affected by the lack of
alternative transportation offered. This produces traffic
on major roads that pollute the air and increases the
time taken to reach the destination. In the city, the
traffic is also substantial, but there exist alternative
forms of movement with walking being a viable option.
Alternative transportation and closer proximity of
destinations help reduce the time taken as well as
pollution in the city.
The travel distance for resources depends on the
location of the source, but the volume of people served
changes with the densities. Resources serve a more
substantial amount of dwellers in the city compared to
the suburbs.

TRANSPORTATION

RESOURCES

FIG 1.11 SUBURBAN TRAVEL & RESOURCES

FIG 1.12 CITY TRAVEL & RESOURCES
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RESEARCH
DENSITY
CARBON EMISSIONS
The limited options of travel dispersed use found
in the suburbs is visible in the carbon footprint map.
When compared to the city, the suburbs release twice
as much carbon from transportation and housing
producing the most while the city largely contributes to
pollution through housing and other buildings.

US CARBON FOOTPRINT MAP

CITY T5 & T6

FIG 1.13 U.S. CARBON FOOTPRINT MAP

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

FIG 1.15 CARBON FOOTPRINT OF CITY DENSITY

SUBURBS T2 & T3
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FIG 1.14 UNITED STATES CARBON FOOTPRINT

FIG 1.16 CARBON FOOTPRINT OF SUBURBAN DENSITY

RESEARCH
DENSITY
LOW DENSITY T2 & T3

MEDIUM DENSITY T4

HIGH DENSITY T5 & T6

THE CHOICE
As populations continue to grow; the
inhabitation of higher density locations becomes
preferable. In terms of resource efficiency, diversity of
environments, and opportunities for interaction, the
environment of more urban areas will provide the
primary location for the application of this thesis inquiry.
“However, densities high enough to bring with them
innate city problems are not by any means
necessarily high enough to do their share in
producing city liveliness.” Jane Jacobs description
of the “in between” density (T4).”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 209

40%

T1

T2

T3

60%

T4

T5

T6

The semi-suburban density is the result of a city
expanding into a nearby suburban area. This expansion
does increase the density of the suburban area, but the
diversity of functions remains the same. As a result, we
will skip the semi-suburban density.
If we are to accept the environment of urban
areas, we must examine the impact on a dweller's social
life in this density. The number of people and
interactions increase, but the built environment could
isolate the dweller from these social activities. The
disconnection created by high rises causes social
isolation for the dwellers. By examining the high rise
typology, my thesis seeks to create a solution that
reduces the effects associated with social isolation.
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RESEARCH
THE HIGH RISE ISSUE
THE STANDARDIZED FORM
“City dwellings have to be intensive in
their use of the land too, for reasons
that go much deeper than cost of
land. On the other hand, this does not
mean that everyone can or should be
put into elevator apartment houses to
live—or into any other one or two types
of dwellings. That kind of solution kills
diversity by obstructing it from
another direction.”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 202
Jane Jacobs would limit the density to 275
dwelling units per acre to avoid the use of elevator
apartment buildings or high rises. With the increasing
population, this is no longer an option. The increase in
demand for housing will create a standardized form
(figure 1.9). A building becomes a standard form when
it is a repetitive and dominant form of living. An example
of this is the tenements during the industrial revolution.
With every population increase, there has been a
standard form for housing and to meet the future
demand of the 2030 population predictions, we will
most likely depend on the standard form of the high-rise
residential building to meet our needs. Although the
high-rise typology will be ideal for handling growing
densities and has many positive attributes, it causes
social issues that stem from a lack of interactions and
the decrease in diversity will worsen the problem.

HOW DO WE KEEP JANE JACOBS INTENT IN
THESE
HIGH
RISE
RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES (WHICH ARE NECESSARY FOR
THE 2030 POPULATION)?
09

19TH CENTURY
INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION GROWTH
FIG 1.17 THE STANDARDIZATION OF THE TENEMENT

2030
POPULATION
GROWTH

FIG 1.18 THE STANDARDIZATION OF THE HIGH RISE

RESEARCH
THE HIGH RISE ISSUE
SOCIAL ISOLATION &
LONELINESS

Additionally, a study by Forrest, La
Grange & Ngai-Ming in 2002 stated that
the lack of diversity in these types of
constructions would reduce the number of
interactions, a critical component to social
networks and combating social isolation
(Gifford, R. 2007).

UNHEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT

L

On the topic of context, the length of the
block also has an impact on the diversity of
the environment, and the block location
within the city network can also impact the
social environment that can be isolated or
integrated. The block is where architecture
and planning can become critical to the
reduction of social isolation in a city.

STAN
D

LATION
O
IS

A study done in 1997 done by Kuo
and Sullivan would show that spaces with
nature attract more substantial groups of
people (Gifford, R. 2007). These spaces
are missing in the high rise or are not in
proximity of the dwellers. The positive
effects of nature are not limited to
increasing interactions as another study
done in 2006 by Wener & Carmalt would
show that exposure to nature improves
mental health and reduces stress.(A.
Kearns et al. 2012)

These issues are not just limited to the
form itself. In the summary of Gifford’s
analysis, he would state that “a few
(consequences of living in the high rise)
may be caused by the building form itself,
but
many
are
moderated
by
non-architectural factors. Chief among
these
moderating
factors
are
socioeconomic
status,
building
location”(Gifford, R. 2007, p. 13). This
study would prove that there is a link
between the high rise and its context.

SO
C
I
A

What we have in the standard form
is social isolation and loneliness which
leads to mental health issues and feelings
of depression at home. Robert Gifford
documented these assertions in his article,
“The Consequences of Living in High Rise
Buildings”
where
he
provides
a
comprehensive
and
well-researched
collection of issues associated with social
isolation.

In Gifford's research, proximity was
crucial for social interactions. The building
floor-plates would impact this, and as a
result, residents would only know of
neighbors on their floor. A lack of meeting
spaces reduced the number of social
interactions in the high rise (Gifford, R.
2007).

DIZATION
AR

Social isolation describes the
absence of social contact and can
lead to loneliness. It is a state of
being cut off from normal social
networks, which can be triggered by
factors such as loss of mobility,
unemployment, or health issues.
Isolation can involve staying at home
for lengthy periods of time, having no
access to services or community
involvement, and little or no
communication with friends, family,
and acquaintances.
No Isolation, 2017

FIG 1.19 THE STANDARDIZED CYCLE

Therefore, it can be stated that the
standard form of residential high-rise can
contribute to social isolation. If we are to
accept this form for our future growth and
densification of cities, then we must pay
very close attention to the design of the
building and context at multiple scales.
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THE PARAMETERS
DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK
SOCIAL DYNAMIC NETWORK
The increase in population for the city
density (T5 & T6) will increase the demand
for housing. Standardization of the housing
typology will lead to repetitive forms that
reduce the diversity of forms and functions
in the city. The high rise is ideal for high
density but suffers from social isolation as
a result of its built form. The
standardization of this form would
augment the issue of social isolation in the
high rise. The studies in the previous
chapter highlight physical design flaws that
cause social isolation.
In the definition of social isolation, the
phrases," being cut off from normal social
networks... having no access to services or
community involvement" has physical
properties embedded within them.

“CUT OFF FROM NORMAL
SOCIAL NETWORKS”
ISSUE 1
The building floor-plates would
impact this (social interactions)
ISSUE 2
lack of diversity in these types of
constructions would reduce the
number of interactions
ISSUE 3
the length of the block also has an
impact on the diversity of the
environment

“NO ACCESS TO SERVICES
OR COMMUNITY
INVOLVMENT”
ISSUE 4
A lack of meeting spaces reduced
the number of social interactions
in the high rise
ISSUE 5
spaces with nature attract more
substantial groups of people

The increase in population for the city
density (T5 & T6) will increase the demand
for housing. Standardization of the housing
typology will lead to repetitive forms that
reduce the diversity of forms and functions
in the city. The high rise is ideal for high
density but suffers from social isolation as
a result of its built form. The
standardization of this form would
augment the issue of social isolation in the
high rise. The studies in the previous
chapter highlight physical design flaws that
cause social isolation.

and its impact on social interactions. Issue
2 would blame the lack of diversity in the
form or functions as the problem source.
Issue 3 focuses on the block size in the
context. Issue four calls for more
interaction spaces in the high rise. Issue 5
introduces the need for vegetation in the
context or high rise.
The issues list the form and context as an
overarching group. Issues 1, 2, 4 and, five
concern the form while issue 4 is
concerned with the context. Jane Jacobs
would also examine concerns with
functional diversity and land coverage of
the form as they impact the diversity of the
city environment. By grouping the issues
under the context and high rise, we can
seek solutions to increase the dynamic
nature of the social network in the city.

DYNAMIC
SOCIAL
NETWORK

FIG 2.1 THE DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK TOOL

In the definition of social isolation, the
phrases," being cut off from normal social
networks... having no access to services or
community involvement" has physical
properties embedded within them.
Issue 1 concerns the form of the high rise
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THE PARAMETERS
THE CONTEXT
BLOCK SIZE
The creation of the Dynamic Social
Network tool begins with the block size.
Reducing the size of the street block
creates opportunities for interactions in the
city.”Most blocks must be short; that is,
streets and opportunities to turn corners
must be frequent.”(Jacobs J. 1961), p.
150) A building could be diverse in form
and function but still, have its connection
limited to the block size. Jane Jacobs would
float around 400 linear feet as a decent
block size with 800 being the max. In fig
2.2, this block which is located in West
Village, New York City, allows for a high
connection of movement while in fig 2.3,
long blocks begin to impact movement.
The block size could be reduced by
extending existing street networks through
the site, creating a connection to the
context. The block size could also be
reduced by using an open block design to
the block. This method could create a
public path through an otherwise long
block to help increase the connection
throughout the context.

FIG 2.2 SHORT BLOCK
Map 1 (left) blocks are
short
and
allow
for
movement.

200FT
200FT
210FT
240FT

460FT
1300FT

FIG 2.3 LONG BLOCK
The block size of this
residential complex in map
3 (left) is well above the
maximum length

FIG 2.5 THE RESULT
The result in map 5
(right) is a site with
reasonable
lengths.
They can be further
reduced using the open
block method.

420FT
430FT
380FT
420FT
420FT

1350FT

400 LINEAR FEET IS
THE IDEAL BLOCK SIZE.
800 LINEAR FEET IS
THE MAX
13

730FT

390FT

FIG 2.4 EXTEND THE
NETWORK
Using the existing network,
the site in map 4 (right)
could be divided to create 3
sites.

400FT

420FT
420FT
352FT
350FT
420FT

350FT
570FT
250FT

THE PARAMETERS
THE CONTEXT
PARKS & FUNCTIONS

CAFE
SHOPPING

“The mixture of people on a street at
one time of day must bear some
reasonably proportionate relationship
to people there at other times of day.”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 164
Another issue with fig 2.7 is the timing of
the activity. The mixture of the functions
must activate the context throughout the
day. This is the case in fig 2.6 while fig 2.7
remains inactive through the day.

THERE SHOULD BE TWO
PRIMARY AND ONE
SECONDARY FUNCTION
IN THE CONTEXT.

600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000

PRIMARY

RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION

600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000

SECONDARY
RETAIL

RETAIL
PARK

OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION

FIG 2.6 ISOLATED
SCENARIO
The primary functions is
supported throughout the
day by retail. This brings
activity to public spaces
such as parks, streets, etc.

SECONDARY

RETAIL
PARK

OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION
RECREATION
FACTORY

SECONDARY

This quote could best be explained
by examining two scenarios in Manhattan.
In fig 2.6, we have Greenwich village, and
in fig 2.7, we have Lower East Side. Both
have two primary functions, but fig 2.6 also
has secondary functions to serve the
primary. This brings people out into the
streets or parks while in fig 2.7 The people
are there, but there is no reason to go to
the streets.

PRIMARY

RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION

PRIMARY

“Any primary use whatever, by itself is
relatively ineffectual as a creator of
city diversity”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 162

OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION

Functions within a dynamic social
network create movement as each function
uses differ throughout the day. Parks and
plazas role in the network is to function as
a node for the surrounding connections.
This node depends on the diversity of the
functions in order to be successful. Jane
Jacobs would divide the diversity of the
functions into a primary group and
secondary group. Primary functions are
anchors that bring in people while
secondary functions serve the primary
functions.

FIG 2.7 ISOLATED
SCENARIO
There is no retail to support
the primary functions. While
yes the primary generates
activity, It is only from
transitioning from one
location to another. There is
a low chance of interactions
within the context once the
destination is reached.
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THE PARAMETERS
THE BUILDING
CENTRAL

LINEAR

RADIAL

EDGE

Central forms can hold an edge on
a small block.

Linear forms excel at holding the
edges on long and short blocks.

Radial forms may hold the edge but
often retract as they revolve around
a central core.

DIVERSITY

Diversity is low in the central form.

Diversity is low and continues to
decrease as linear form increases
in length

Diversity is low in this form and
decreases as the site depth
increases.

EXAMPLE

FIG 2.8 PERTAMINA ENERGY TOWER

BUILDING FORM
To begin the analysis of the form, we will
examine the basic forms we see in today’s
high rises as they have strengths and
weakness that depends on their
combinations and the site. The basic forms
as listed by Francis Ching are linear, radial,
clustered, and grid.
The form of the building should be
diverse and hold the edge of the site where
needed, and each form type excels in one
while failing in another. The mixing of the
forms could be a method to create a
dynamic
network
while
covering
weaknesses that the form would have it
was by itself.

“At some point, to accommodate so
many dwellings on the land,
standardization of the buildings must
set in. This is fatal, because great
diversity in age and types of buildings
has a direct, explicit connection with
diversity of population, diversity of
enterprises and diversity of scenes.”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 251
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FIG 2.9 GIFU KITAGATA

FIG 2.10 PUNGGOL WATERWAY TERRACES

THE PARAMETERS
THE BUILDING
CLUSTERED

GRID

Clustered forms do not hold edge well as they are
almost random.

Grid form edge condition depends
on grid and site size.

Diversity in clustered forms is high due to it’s near
random nature.

diversity in grid forms is high due to
it’s modular nature.

FIG 2.11 HABITAT 67

HYBRID CONDITIONS
All of the forms are defined as primary, but when
applied to buildings, a hierarchy begins to form. Central,
linear, and radial remain primary while clustered and
the grid becomes secondary. Habitat 67 is under
clustered, but when viewed as a whole, the project is
linear. Nakagin Capsule Tower has a grid layout within a
central form. Both buildings forms appear diverse as it
is no longer just one form but a form with a secondary
nested within it. This creates primary and secondary
forms in this study and both shooed be used in the
project to achieve a dynamic social network.

PRIMARY FORMS

FIG 2.12 NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER

SECONDARY FORMS

FIG 2.13 FORM MIXTURE

THE BUILDING SHOULD
BE COMPOSED OF A
PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY FORM.
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THE PARAMETERS
THE BUILDING
LAND COVERAGE
“When so much land is left open, the
land itself is being used “inefficiently”
so far as packing dwellings on it is
concerned.”
Jane Jacobs, 1961, p. 215
As the building exist on the site, it
begins to define spaces within the block.
This is the idea scenario which is seen in
the Greenwich map (fig 2.12) while the
Lower East Side map (fig 2.13) remains
open as it was designed to be a tower in the
park. This becomes an issue as most of the
land is unprogrammed with little to no
control in the Lower East Side map and
suffers from the same problem that a park
with no enclosure faces. Jane Jacobs would
argue that the building should use between
60% to 80% in order to be efficient.

SITE AREA:
4,599 SQFT
BUILDING AREA:
2,867 SQFT
COVERAGE: 62%
EFFICIENT

SITE AREA:
583,051 SQFT
BUILDING AREA:
90,046 SQFT
COVERAGE: 15%
INEFFICIENT
60% TO 80% LAND
USAGE IS NEEDED FOR
THE BUILDING TO BE
EFFICIENT
17

FIG 2.14 GREENWICH
VILLAGE BLOCK
The building control the
space on the site.

FIG 2.15 LOWER EAST SIDE
The buildings leave majority
of the site as open
uncontrolled space.

THE PARAMETERS
THE BUILDING
SPACE DISTRIBUTION
As the high rise leaves the public
realm at the ground level, the proximity to
space also begins to increase. This
increase in proximity leaves the hallway as
the only public space available. There may
exist space at the ground level for the
buildings, but this space may also be too
far for dwellers.
The
introduction
of
space
throughout the high rise will not only bring
the space into closer proximity of the
dwellers, but it also creates space that they
can call theirs. This idea of owning space is
derived from Oscar Newman theory on
defensible space.

Two methods can be used to control
the space in the building. The building
could be decompartmentalized around the
space and circulation through that space
should be simple.

FIG 2.16 SINGLE HOUSE DEFENSIBLE SPACE

Decompartmentalization
is
a
method that Ken Yeang introduced in his
book, “Reinventing the Skyscraper, A
vertical Theory of Urban Design” and its
purpose was to forgo the use of floor-plates
for an organic space configuration as a
means of reducing isolation associated
with floor-plates.

Defensible Space - The physical layout
of communities to allow residents to
control the areas around their home.
Oscar Newman, 1996, p. 9
As stated earlier, “exposure to
nature improves mental health and
reduces stress,” and if we are to add
spaces in the high rise, then defensible
space should be respected. Space is easier
to defend when there are a few people who
oversee it. As the numbers increase, The
ownership of the space is blurred and hard
to control.

SPACES SHOULD BE
DISPERSED
THROUGHOUT THE
BUILDING WITH
CONTROLLED ACCESS.

The grouping of units around
spaces using decompartmentalization help
defines the ownership of the space in
terms of form and layout.
Circulation control improves the
safety of the space by limiting who enters
and leaves. As Oscar Newman stated, “It is
easier to for outsiders to gain access to and
linger in the interior areas of a building
shared by 24 to 100 families than it is in a
building shared by 6 to 12 families,” but if
the access to space is controlled, this issue
is mitigated. The circulation in the building
should be few, and it should link all of the
spaces as opposed to various forms of
circulation between the spaces.
This is a potential issue with Ken
Yeang’s proposal in which he calls for
alternative means of transportation in his
building.

FIG 2.17 GROUPED HOUSING DEFENSIBLE SPACE.

FIG 2.19 KEN YEANG’S
DECOMPARTMENTALIZATION PROPOSAL

FIG 2.18 HIGH RISE DEFENSIBLE SPACE.

FIG 2.20 KEN YEANG’S EXCESSIVE CIRCULATION
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THE PARAMETERS
SUMMARY
A COMPLETED DEVICE
The Dynamic Social Network tool is the
result of the social isolation definition and
research involving social isolation. This tool
seeks solutions to the physical issues that
are associated with social isolation. The
Social Dynamic Network tool solves issues
concerning the form and high rise.
At the context scale, the blocks should aim
for 400 linear feet with 800 being the max.
Two primary and one secondary functions
are required to create interactions in the
city environment.
At the building scale,
primary and
secondary forms are required to create
diversity in the form and context of the high
rise. This form should cover 60% to 80% of
the site to increase the efficiency of land
cover. Dispersed space within the form
creates defensible interaction spaces for
the dwellers in the high rise.
These solutions to social isolation will
result in a socially dynamic environment for
the city.

400 LINEAR FEET IS
THE IDEAL BLOCK SIZE.
800 LINEAR FEET IS
THE MAX
THERE SHOULD BE TWO
PRIMARY AND ONE
SECONDARY FUNCTION
IN THE CONTEXT.
THE BUILDING SHOULD
BE COMPOSED OF A
PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY FORM.
60% TO 80% LAND
USAGE IS NEEDED FOR
THE BUILDING TO BE
EFFICIENT

DYNAMIC
SOCIAL
NETWORK

SPACES SHOULD BE
DISPERSED
THROUGHOUT THE
BUILDING WITH
CONTROLLED ACCESS.
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FIG 2.21 FINAL DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK TOOL.
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PRECEDENTS
INTRODUCTION
CHARACTERISTICS
The physical characteristics of dynamic
social networks exist in modern housing
developments. Through the use of the
Dynamic Social Network device (fig 3.2), we
can examine the success and failures of
attributes in the buildings.
The dynamic nature of the project's
context is successful if the block sizes are
short and functions are plenty in that there are
two primaries and one secondary. Variation in
the forms and spaces they provide creates
diversity in the building. There should be a
primary form and secondary form present in
the project. This form should engage the street
and use 60% to 80% of the site for maximum
efficiency.
The projects chosen for analysis are
The Hudson Block in New York City, The
Interlace in Singapore, Malaysia, Mirador in
Sanchinarro, Spain, Gifu Kitagata in Gifu,
Japan, and Unite d'Habitation in Marseille,
France.
Feedback on the characteristics of the
buildings
could
be
successful
and
unsuccessful. A green or red outline (fig 3.1)
represents the success or failure of a
character in the pages to follow.

FORM
Successful

FORM
Unsuccessful

HUDSON BLOCK

UNITE D’HABITATION

Hudson Block was chosen
as Jane Jacobs would refer
to this block in her book in
terms
of
positive
characteristics. It was also
the location of her home.

Unite
d’Habitation
was
chosen as it was Le
Corbusier’s answer to high
density housing.

THE INTERLACE

The interlace was chosen as
it was designed to be a
response to current building
forms of residential high
rises.

MIRADOR

Mirador is an example of a
building that occupies a
decent block with no respect
to the edge. Diversity is
cerated from the layout of
units in the form.

DYNAMIC
SOCIAL
NETWORK

GIFU KITAGATA

Gifu was chosen for the
complexity of its unit layout
and how the can create
defensible spaces.

FIG 3.1 FEEDBACK FORMAT
FIG 3.2 DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK TOOL
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PRECEDENTS
HUDSON BLOCK

CONTEXT

200FT

230FT

BLOCK SIZE
IS GOOD

200FT

FIG 3.3 HUDSON BLOCK

FUNCTION
Three primary functions.
One secondary function.

BLOCK SIZE

HUDSON BLOCK

SUMMARY

The Hudson block is more so an amalgam of
forms of different ages and styles. The
importance of this block is that it is where Jane
Jacobs lived. The space within the block is well
defined, all forms meet the edge with diversity,
and the block is short enough to create a
dynamic network.

LAND COVER
Building: 64%
Unused: 36%

FORM

Linear form as the
buildings line the street
in a clustered manner.

BUILDING

ARCHITECT
MULTIPLE
LOCATION
NEW YORK CITY, NY

PARKS
Park serves the area

230FT

Facades of the buildings
along with their age
adds diversity to the
street.

OVERALL FORM

Forms hole the street
edge.

SPACE
Defensible space with
controlled access.
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CREATED SPACE

FORM VARIATIONS

PRECEDENTS
THE INTERLACE
FUNCTION
High diversity (office on
the east, shopping to the
north, a park to the
south.)

1070FT

CONTEXT

PARKS
Park space used due to
building’s internal focus.

350FT

BLOCK SIZE TOO
LARGE

700FT

600FT

BLOCK SIZE
FORM

SPACE
The division properties
of linear and radial
makes the public space
private.

The use of the linear
form to open up the
radial form while
creating smaller groups.

FORM
The form does nothing
to activate the edges.

SPACE
There is defensible
space within the project

FIG 3.4 THE INTERLACE

THE INTERLACE
BUILDING

LAND COVER
Building: 20%
Park: 44%
Unused: 36%

1000FT

OVERALL FORM

CREATED SPACES

FORM STUDY

ARCHITECT
OMA, OLE SCHEEREN
LOCATION
SINGAPORE
SUMMARY

The Interlace form is successful in that it
creates defensible spaces, but the size of the
project makes the spaces appear as a private
space when it is public. The lot size is too large,
and the building does not engage the edge, but
neither does the other buildings. The overall
form is dynamic, addressing the need for
variety in the urban environment but its
relationship to context creates confusion at the
ground level.
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PRECEDENTS
CONTEXT

MIRADOR

160FT

BLOCK SIZE IS
GOOD
370FT
BLOCK SIZE

MIRADOR

Mirador was designed to be a vertical
neighborhood that surrounds a sky plaza, and
it was successful in its attempt. Clustered unit
groups create the secondary form within
Mirador. The building ignores the edge of the
site as it was an alternative response to the
forms in the context. The lack of edge
interaction creates a situation in which the
defense of the space at the base is low.
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FORM

BUILDING

SUMMARY

PARKS
Not enough functions to
support park

300FT

FIG 3.5 MIRADOR

ARCHITECT
MVRDV
LOCATION
SANCHINARRO

CONTEXT DIVERSITY
Low diversity ( residential
blocks to the south and
west, school to the east.)

300FT

OVERALL FORM

LINKED FORMS

CREATED SPACE

Form diversity created
by a linear form that is
comprised of clustered
forms.
The grouping of units
into neighborhoods
based on unit layouts
increase the diversity of
the form.

FORM
The form does not hold
the edge of the site.
LAND COVER
Building: 13%
Unused: 87%
SPACE
The space in the site is
unprogrammed.

PRECEDENTS
GIFU KITAGATA
FUNCTION
Two primary functions
(school and residents).
One secondary function.

530FT

BLOCK SIZE TOO
LARGE

200FT

CONTEXT

PARKS
No parks in area

170FT

200FT
110FT

300FT

BLOCK SIZE

while the building meets
the edge, it is lifted off
the ground, deactivating
the edge.
One large residential
group reduces diversity
in the building

GIFU KITAGATA

FORM
The modular layout of
the units can be
arranged to create
spaces that are shared
by 2+ units.
SPACE
Indefensible space in
current layout.

BUILDING

FORM

FIG 3.6 GIFU KITAGATA

OVERALL FORM

LAND COVER
Building: 16%
Unused: 84%

EXPERIMENTATION

UNIT TO FORM RELATION

ARCHITECT
KAZUYO SEJIMA
LOCATION
GIFU, JAPAN
SUMMARY

Gifu Kitagata modular layout helps create
defensible spaces within the form, but The
ground level remains indefensible and largely
unprogrammed. The form is simple, but the
planning strategy used for the units could be
expanded to create diversity (fig 1.#).
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PRECEDENTS
UNITE D’HABITATION

CONTEXT

360FT
620FT

260FT

BLOCK SIZE
IS GOOD
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FORM

BLOCK SIZE

SPACE

BUILDING

Unite d’Habitation is a mixed-use building that
was designed to be a city within a city. The form
of the building is simple and does not engage
the edge. Le Corbusier opted for buildings to
exist in the middle of a park thus killing the
street. The facade of the building gives the
impression of their being groups within the
structure. These groups help define the strip of
retail that now operates as a hotel. There was
space on the roof of the building that was used
as a park along with other functions.

FORM
Clear read on what is
the units and was the
retail.

590FT

UNITE
D’HABITATION

SUMMARY

PARKS
No parks in area

470FT

FIG 3.7 UNITE D’HABITATION

ARCHITECT
LE CORBUSIER
LOCATION
MARSEILLE, FRANCE

FUNCTION
Two primary functions
(school and residents).
One secondary function.

Rooftop used for
programmed space that
could be defended.

OVERALL FORM

Building does not
engage the edge.
LAND COVER
Building: 12%
Unused: 88%
SPACE
Space around the
building becomes
indefensible.

DIFFERENT SPACES

GROUPINGS IN FORM
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DESIGN
SITE ANALYSIS
U.S. DENSITY RANKINGS
01
02
03
04
05

CITY

DENSITY

NEW YORK CITY, NY
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
JERSEY CITY, NJ
BOSTON, MA
MIAMI, FL

11,029/KM2
7,315/KM2
6,908/KM2
5,491/KM2
5,139/KM2

HARLEM, NEW YORK CITY, NY

CITY T5 & T6

FIG 4.1 DENSITY RANKING IN THE U.S.

The density of a city determines the
first choice when selecting a site. Density
along with the research in the previous
chapters narrows the decision to New York
City. New York City falls within the T6
transect, and as previously identified, T5 &
T 6 have the most significant percentage of
growth. As shown throughout the book,
there are a couple of sites that could have
been chosen, but Wagner Houses in
Harlem New York City will be the location of
the site.

60%

The large block, repetitive design of
the site stand as a reminder of past
population increases. The site sits at the
edge of the Harlem district, bordered by an
expressway and river beyond. Defensible
space is not defined, open space reduces
the social interactions on the streets, and
minimal functions reduces the diversity of
the site.
Using the Dynamic Social Network
tool, we will redesign the isolative built
environment of the past for a healthy social
environment in 2030.
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T5

T6

DESIGN
SITE ANALYSIS

PARKS
Park space is private and
disconnected

CONTEXT

650FT

CONTEXT DIVERSITY
Function Diversity ends
in the site

630FT
650FT
650FT
630FT

650FT

1560FT

400FT

BLOCK SIZE TOO
200FT
LARGE

730FT
LAND COVER
Building: 13%
Unused: 87%

WAGNER
HOUSES

BLOCK SIZES

SPACE
All of the space is
indefensible

OVERALL SITE

REPEATED 8
TIMES ON THE
SITE

REPEATED 13
TIMES ON THE
SITE

FORM DIVERSITY

BUILDING

FORM

The form does not hold
the edge of the site and
is repetitive.

FIG 4.2 WAGNER HOUSES

2154 UNITS
86 UNITS PER
800 1BD 1BA ACRE
800 2BD 1BA
277 3BD 1BA
277 4BD 1BA

GOALS:
PUSH UNIT DENSITY
ABOVE 275 PER ACRE
REDUCE BLOCK SIZES
INCREASE FUNCTION
DIVERSITY
60-80% LOT USAGE
DYNAMIC FORM WITH
DEFENSIBLE SPACE
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DESIGN
THE CONTEXT
REDUCING THE BLOCK
The addition of a park in this area is
possible, and it will serve the new buildings
directly. It will form a network linking the
nearby parks and will help to encourage a
flow of pedestrian uses along with the new
street networks.

630FT
650FT
650FT
630FT

650FT

1560FT

400FT
200FT
730FT

The extension of the street network
can reduce the size of the blocks. Two
parks exist in the context of the site. We
increase the integration of the site by
accounting for public transportation when
laying out the streets. When including
transit, with park infrastructure, there is a
dominant pedestrian flow that is more
predictable from the West side of this site.
This dominant flow encourages the block
design to respect these streets as more
dominant connective elements.

400 LINEAR FEET IS
THE IDEAL BLOCK SIZE.
800 LINEAR FEET IS
THE MAX
31

Marcus Garvey Park

Long Island Railroad
Subway Green Line

Jefferson Park

DESIGN
THE CONTEXT

OPTION 01

INTRODUCE FUNCTIONS
The new blocks will have mixed-use
buildings to replace the old. The school and
park placement were examined as the
school will create an unactivated edge for a
good portion of the day.
In option 01, The new blocks could
be loaded with new mixed-use with green
space near the center. The school is left in
changed as its placement is not an issue.

OPTION 02
Option 02 uses the park as an
anchor for the new blocks while keeping
the school in the same place. This option
creates a light anchor for the new blocks.
Option three moves the school near the
highway, reviving the edge it once
occupied.
Option 01 is chosen since it keeps
the school in its original place and the
buildings help create a barrier against the
highway.

OPTION 03

THERE SHOULD BE TWO
PRIMARY AND ONE
SECONDARY FUNCTION
IN THE CONTEXT.
32

DESIGN
THE BUILDING

SPACES SHOULD BE
DISPERSED
THROUGHOUT THE
BUILDING WITH
CONTROLLED ACCESS.
60% TO 80% LAND
USAGE IS NEEDED FOR
THE BUILDING TO BE
EFFICIENT
THE BUILDING SHOULD
BE COMPOSED OF A
PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY FORM.
33

DESIGN
THE BUILDING
PRE DESIGN
This step phase involved some
preliminary thoughts about how the site
could be approached. Following what was
laid out in option 01 on the previous page,
the site was developed with my initial
thoughts embedded. The results was not
ideal.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING

FIG 4.3 CONNECTION BETWEEN FORMS
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
A NEW DIRECTION
A new approach was taken with the
site. This approach would respond to the
park and the street by reducing the height
of the forms. The new forms would have a
better response towards the river, allowing
more distant views of distant green space
and natural amenities for all towers.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING

FIG 4.4 CONNECTION BETWEEN FORMS REVISITED

FIG 4.5 UNIT EXPERIMENTATION
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
DYNAMIC SHIFT 01
The previous phase the form had a static
layout with each building responding to the
one across. The buildings were shifted to
create connections with more than just one
other building.

FIG 4.6 GIFU KITAGA UNITS

The unit would also be introduced to
understand further how much would it take
to push beyond 275 units per acre.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING

FIG 3.7 SHARED PATH BETWEEN FORMS
TESTING DENSITY IN THIN FORMS
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
DYNAMIC SHIFT 02
Following the shift made to the forms on
a large scale, the same was made on a unit
scale to increase the dynamics of the
corridor and help with connections to the
other buildings.
The connection between the buildings
and the defensible space is also examined
here.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
CONNECTING THE FORMS
All of the forms were connected to
central cores between the buildings. Along
with this, the building was divided into
three groups with two stories of defensible
space for the groups. The upper floors in
the groups were connected via exposed
corridors.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
SOLAR RESPONSE
The form’s heights were changed to
allow natural light to the forms behind it.
Defensible space was also created in the
process. Units were finalized and
distributed throughout the form.
The issue with space was the
number of connections and the corridors
connecting the forms to the vertical core.
They would reduce the amount of light and
views to the units.

STUDIO

2BR 1BA

LOFT

3BR 1BA

1BR 1BA
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING

45

A NEW RESPONSE
The creation of an amenity bridge
was the response to the number of
connections between the buildings. The
units were angled to increase views and
create space within the forms. The base
would follow the same language as the
towers, thus continuing the dynamic nature
of the forms while meeting the edge of the
street.
After reflecting on the design, a
couple of errors became apparent in this
phase. The block size of the project needs
a reduction to improve diversity as it is 670
linear feet. The building's repetitive form
reduced the dynamic nature of the project.
The location of the space in the
development felt as if it was an
afterthought.
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DESIGN
THE BUILDING
THE FINAL SHIFT
The solution for the form was to divide the
site and building into manageable
components. The relocation of the building
to the park's old location increases the
dynamic characteristics of the context and
site. Although the park will mainly get only
eastern (morning) sunlight, it has the
potential to be very different from the other
two parks it connects in the road
network/context.
The redesign of the shifted from was the
result of the building responding to a new
context. The base of both forms was
redesigned to be in line with the tower
forms above and to create focused entry
plazas whenever the base form was broken
or modified.
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DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS
FINAL DEVELOPMENT
FINAL BUILDING FORM

BLOCK SIZES
48
0F
T

FT

NORTH DISTRICT

49

0F

T

22

26

0F

T

23

0F
T

17
0

BLOCK USAGE:
64%
UNIT PER ACRE:
1908 UNITS
= 364 UN/AC
5.23 ACRES

SOUTH DISTRICT

DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS
CORES & LOBBIES

RETAIL

OFFICE

UNITS

AMENITIES

NORTH DISTRICT

SOUTH DISTRICT
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DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS
FORM

51

DEFENSIBLE SPACE
CENTRAL

GRID

LINEAR

CLUSTERED

DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS
SOUTH TOWER UPPER PLAN

NORTH TOWER UPPER PLAN
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DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS

STUDIO

LOFT

2 BEDROOM
1 BATH

53

1 BEDROOM
1 BATH

3 BEDROOM
1 BATH

DESIGN
DIAGRAMS & DETAILS
SOUTHERN ELEVATION

54

GROUND SECTION

4
5

2
1

6
3
55

7

TOWER SECTION

8
11

1

RETAIL TO ACTIVATE EDGE.

2

OUTDOOR SPACE FOR
OFFICE TENANTS.

3

FORM MODIFIED TO
SIGNIFY ENTRY TO OFFICE.

4

DEFENSIBLE OUTDOOR
SPACE FOR BOTH TOWERS.

5

AMENITIES FOR ONE
TOWER.

6

TWO STORY RETAIL FOR
LARGE TENANTS.

7

LOBBY / ENTRY FOR ONE
TOWER.

8

OUTDOOR SPACE FOR
VEGETATION.

9

CLUB HOUSE FOR
RESIDENCE.

10

ATRIUM FOR VIEWS TO
DIFFERENT FLOORS.

11

DEFENSIBLE SPACE FOR
ONE FLOOR.

12

OUTDOOR SHARED VIEW
DECK FOR UNITS ABOVE.

12

9
10
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SUMMARY

The block sizes for the project meet
the requirements stated in the research
chapter. The introduction of new streets
reduces the block size of the development.
The addition of retail and office functions
to the existing residential increases the
interactions in the context and building.
The project uses a central form to
accommodate a large number of residents
and a linear form for the southern building.
Although the form also has a grid and
cluster as the secondary configuration, the
primary could be pushed further in terms
of dynamics. The distribution of defensible
space in the development serves as a
gathering space for dwellers whos access
to the social environment is disconnected
by the height of the high rise. Controlled
access to this space helps the residents
defend this space.
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48
0F
T
FT

26

BLOCK SIZE

0F

0F

T

23

0F
T

17
0

T

FUNCTION
There are 2 primary and
1 secondary functions in
the context/ building
PARKS
Park space serves the
functions of the context.

22

Wagner Towers is a theoretical
replacement for Wagner Houses. The
project is the result of the dynamic social
network tool created earlier in the book.
The project takes the 22 buildings that are
currently scattered across three sites and
combines it into two districts with nine
buildings configured on reconfigured on
two appropriately sized site conditions.

LAND COVER
Building: 64%
Unused: 36%
FORM

BUILDING

DEVELOPMENT
SUMMARY

CONTEXT

REFLECTION

PRIMARY FORM

SECONDARY FORM

Both forms are dynamic
SPACE
The space is distributed
through the high rise
with controlled access.

PRIMARY FORM

SECONDARY FORM

DEFENSIBLE SPACES

BLOCK SIZE
The block are short.

SUMMARY
REFLECTION
DYNAMIC SOCIAL NETWORK
Will this tool solve the issue of
social isolation by creating a dynamic
social network? The device addresses the
physical aspects but whether they will be
successful or not is difficult to measure.
In the context, the reduction of
blocks does increases connectivity and the
diversity of paths in the city. The
introduction of functions into the short
blocks increases the dynamics of the
network by activating the streets.
The building, keeping the form
dynamic through the use of primary and
secondary forms will create a dynamic
setting and the spaces created could
house the interactions.
Only through the use of the project
will the answer as to whether the tool is
successful or not could be partially
answered. There are socio-economical
forces at play that could cause social
issues within the project.
The dynamic social network tool
addresses social isolation through the
examination of the built environment. The
context and high rise are the two main
components of the built environment.

One secondary function (retail) should exist
in that context to serve primary functions,
thereby creating interactions in the context.
The dynamic use of forms in the
high rise creates diversity for the context.
Primary forms ( central, linear, and radial)
and secondary forms ( grid and clustered)
create a dynamic form when combined.
High usage of land ensures that the
buildings shape the spaces in the context.
Variations in Corridor conditions
create opportunities for interactions in the
high rise. Unit variation increases the
diversity of demographics in the high rise.
The city density stated in chapter one
becomes the minimum requirement with
the max remaining unbounded.
The closer proximity of interaction
spaces in the high rise creates interactions
for the dwellers. Limiting the openings to
these spaces helps the dwellers defend the
area.

DYNAMIC
SOCIAL
NETWORK

The application of the Dynamic
Social Network device will reduce social
isolation in the urban environment for the
2030 population increase by improving the
social properties of the built environment.

A dynamic social network in the
context should have block sizes that do not
exceed 800 linear feet as they create long
isolative streets. The should be two
primary functions (office and residential) in
the context to create a mixture of user
groups the context.
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